Cross-Study Comparison Reveals Common Genomic, Network, and Functional Signatures of Desiccation Resistance in Drosophila melanogaster
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Abstract

Repeated attempts to map the genomic basis of complex traits often yield different outcomes because of the influence of genetic background, gene-by-environment interactions, and/or statistical limitations. However, where repeatability is low at the level of individual genes, overlap often occurs in gene ontology categories, genetic pathways, and interaction networks. Here we report on the genomic overlap for natural desiccation resistance from a Pool-genome-wide association study experiment and a selection experiment collected from the same region in southeastern Australia in different years. We identified over 600 single nucleotide polymorphisms associated with desiccation resistance in flies derived from almost 1,000 wild-caught genotypes, a similar number of loci to that observed in our previous genomic study of selected lines, demonstrating the genetic complexity of this ecologically important trait. By harnessing the power of cross-study comparison, we narrowed the candidates from almost 400 genes in each study to a core set of 45 genes, enriched for stimulus, stress, and defenseresponses. In addition to gene-level overlap, there was higher order congruence at the network and functional levels, suggesting genetic redundancy in key stress sensing, stress response, immunity, signaling, and gene expression pathways. We also identified variants linked to different molecular aspects of desiccation physiology previously verified from functional experiments. Our approach provides insight into the genomic basis of a complex and ecologically important trait and predicts candidate genetic pathways to explore in multiple genetic backgrounds and related species within a functional framework.
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Introduction

In climate change research there is increasing interest to consider not only the obvious impact of changing temperatures on biodiversity, but also fluctuations in rainfall and humidity (Bonebrake and Mastrandrea 2010; Clusella-Trullas et al. 2011; Chown 2012). Changes in water availability pose specific challenges to terrestrial ectotherms such as insects, impacting activity, range distributions, species richness, and disease vector populations (reviewed in Chown et al. 2011, and references therein). Efforts to understand the responses of insects to water availability are underway, given that physiological responses are an integral component of predicting species responses to climate change (Chown et al. 2011; Hoffmann and Sgro 2011). Insect water balance physiology is relatively well elucidated (Hadley 1994; Chown and Nicolson 2004; Bradley 2009), and the field is undergoing a crucial shift toward understanding the molecular underpinnings, largely achieved through high-throughput and transgenic technolo
gies in Drosophila.

Insects can lose water from the epicuticle, through respiration via the spiracles or across the gut epithelia (Hadley 1994). Drosophila balance water via three main mechanisms: Altering water content, slowing water loss rate, and less commonly tolerating water loss (Gibbs and Matzkin 2001; Gibbs et al. 2003). Water retention appears to be the primary mechanism for withstanding desiccation in highly resistant cactophilic Drosophila (Gibbs and Matzkin 2001), as well as in Drosophila melanogaster (Telonis-Scott et al. 2006). How water is preserved, however, is highly variable depending on the species and/or genetic background. Cactophilic species have repeatedly colonized arid habitats via reduced metabolic rates that stem respiratory and cuticular water loss and extend energy utilization (Gibbs and Matzkin 2001; Marron et al. 2003), while in the laboratory, water retention and sequestration arise from multiple evolutionary pathways less clearly related to metabolic rate (Hoffmann and Parsons 1989a), often acting in concert (Hoffmann and Parsons 1989a; Djawdan et al. 1998; Folk et al. 2001; Telonis-Scott et al. 2006, 2012). Less resolved is the role of respiratory relative to cuticular water loss via discontinuous gas exchange, although this might be an important water budget strategy for insects in general (Chown et al. 2011).

Recent candidate gene-based approaches have seen new developments in understanding specific molecular aspects of this variable ecological trait in Drosophila. Diuretic peptide
signaling in ion and water balance regulated by excretion via the Malpighian tubules (MTs) and gut absorption has been shown to impact desiccation resistance in D. melanogaster (Kahsay et al. 2010; Terhzaz et al. 2012, 2014, 2015). Specifically, knockdown of the Capability (Capa) neuropeptide gene enhanced desiccation resistance by reductions in respiratory, cuticular, and excretory water loss, while also cross-conferring cold tolerance (Terhzaz et al. 2015). Cuticular hydrocarbon (CHC) levels are also implicated; a single gene encoding a fatty acid synthase mFAS was shown to impact both desiccation resistance and mate choice in Australian rainforest endemics Drosophila serrata and Drosophila birchii (Chung et al. 2014). In D. melanogaster, knockdown of CYP4G1 also reduced CHC production and impaired survival under low humidity (Qiu et al. 2012). Metabolic signaling has also been shown to impact desiccation resistance, and includes components of the insulin signaling pathways (Söderberg et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2015). Several other single gene studies highlight different mechanisms such as desiccation avoidance in larvae via nociceptors encoded by members of the transient receptor potential (TRP) aquaporin family (Johnson and Carder 2012), cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-dependent signaling protein kinase desi (Kawano et al. 2010), and potential tissue protection via trehalose sugar accumulation (Thorat et al. 2012).

Collectively, these functional approaches highlight the complexity of insect water balance strategies in controlled backgrounds, but do not explain the variation observed in natural populations and species. Resistance evolves rapidly and is highly heritable (up to 60%) in the cosmopolitan and unusually resistant species D. melanogaster, whereas heritability is much lower in less tolerant range-restricted species (Hoffmann and Parsons 1989b; Kellermann et al. 2009). Multiple, genome-wide quantitative trait loci were identified from mapping lines constructed from a natural D. melanogaster population, suggesting a polygenic architecture (Foley and Telonis-Scott 2011). Transcriptomics revealed differential regulation of thousands of genes in response to desiccation in Drosophila mojavensis (Matzkin and Markow 2009), while artificial selection for desiccation resistance altered the basal expression of over 200 genes in D. melanogaster (Sørensen et al. 2007).

Previously, we used microarray-based genomic hybridization to survey allele frequency shifts in experimental evolution lines of D. melanogaster recently derived from the field (Telonis-Scott et al. 2012). We documented shifts in over 600 loci in response to selection for desiccation resistance following a rapid phenotypic response after only 8 generations of selection. This variant identification approach was limited to highlighting candidate genes and regions, and not actual nucleotide polymorphisms apart from those sequenced post hoc. We now expand on this to further explore the unresolved natural genomic complexity of desiccation resistance using a high-throughput sequencing Pool-GWAS (genome-wide association study) approach (Bastide et al. 2013). In a GWAS framework for polygenic traits where many small effect genes contribute to a phenotype, a large sample size is required for adequate power (Mackay et al. 2009). Accordingly, we sampled natural genetic variation from almost 1,000 inseminated wild-caught females, and compared the upper 5% desiccation resistant tail from almost 10,000 F1 progeny with a control sample chosen randomly from the same progeny set. Harnessing the power of Pool-GWAS, we sequenced a pool of 500 natural “resistant” genomes and compared allele frequencies with a pool of 500 “random control” genomes.

We employed a novel comparative approach with the resulting set of candidate loci and those detected in our previous artificial selection study of flies collected several seasons earlier from the same region of southeastern Australia (Telonis-Scott et al. 2012). Cross-study repeatability of loci associated with complex phenotypes is often low (Sarup et al. 2011), and can be influenced by genetic background, selection intensity, epistatic effects, and gene-by-environment interactions (Mackay et al. 2009; Civelek and Lusis 2014). Multiple genetic solutions appear to underlie the array of desiccation responses, and we further explored this by investigating overlap at the level of individual genes, functional gene ontology (GO) categories, and protein–protein interaction (PPI) networks. Genetic variants contribute to final phenotypes by way of “intermediate phenotypes” (transcript, protein, and metabolite abundances) and correlations should theoretically occur across these biological scales (Civelek and Lusis 2014).

Here we report on a screen of natural nucleotide variants associated with desiccation resistance and, using a powerful analysis approach, demonstrate common cross-study signatures across different hierarchical levels from gene, to network, and function. We found evidence that some functional desiccation candidates may be important in wild populations, and discovered variants linked to multiple physiological responses, consistent with the trait’s complex underpinnings at both the physiological and molecular levels.

**Results**

**Genome Wide Differentiation for Natural Desiccation Resistance**

We collected over 1,000 D. melanogaster isofemale lines from southern Australia, and after one generation of laboratory culture screened over 9,000 female progeny for desiccation resistance. The top ~5% desiccation-resistant flies were selected for Illumina sequencing (~500 flies), together with a random sampling of the same number of flies from the families as the “control” pool. Our design incorporated a subpooling (technical replicate) strategy to both optimize Pool-seq allele frequency estimates and control for technical bias on allele frequency estimates (see Materials and Methods). For the control and desiccation-resistant samples respectively, 162M–259M and 188M–289M raw reads were obtained per technical replicate, and an average of 95.0% of reads mapped to the reference genome after trimming (mean of all 10 replicates; standard deviation [SD] 0.5%).

Variance in allele frequency among the five technical replicates for each pool was low (supplementary fig. S1,
Supplementary Material online; mean across control replicates: 0.0028, median: 0.0015; mean across resistant replicates: 0.0027, median: 0.0016), corresponding to a mean SD of ~4.5% around the mean allele frequency. The mean pairwise difference in allele frequency estimates was 5.5% and 5.4% for control and desiccation-resistant replicates respectively, consistent with previously published estimates (4–6%; Kofler et al. 2016).

For a test subset of 1,803 randomly sampled single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that showed no significant differentiation between control and desiccation-resistant pools, the replicates accounted for the majority of total variance in allele frequency. Replicates within pool category (control vs. desiccation resistant; supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online) explained between 15% and 100% (mean: 87%; median: 93%) of what was a relatively low total variance (mean: 0.0029, median: 0.0019). The mean concordance correlation coefficient was 0.98 for each pool category, higher than a comparable *Drosophila* study that reported a correlation of 0.898 between 2 replicates with 20 individuals (Zhu et al. 2012). We therefore combined the technical replicates into a single control and resistant pool respectively for further analyses. After processing, the mean coverage depth across the genome was 487× and 568× per sample, respectively (equivalent to 0.97× and 1.1× per individual in the pools of 500 flies).

**Allele Frequency Changes**

The allele frequencies of 3,528,158 SNPs were compared between the 2 pools using Fisher’s exact tests with a permutation-based false discovery rate (FDR) correction chosen based on the top 0.05% of the simulated null P values. Six hundred forty-eight SNPs were differentiated between desiccation resistant and control pools (fig. 1 and supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). The SNPs were nonrandomly distributed across chromosomes ($X^2_4 = 43.12, P < 0.0001$), highly abundant on the X chromosome ($X^2_1 = 36.98, P < 0.0001$), while SNPs were underrepresented on both 2L and 3L (2L: $X^2_1 = 6.41, P < 0.01$; 3L: $X^2_1 = 3.97, P < 0.05$). In the desiccation pool, the allelic distribution of the 648 SNPs ranged from low to fixed (4–100%; fig. 1B and supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). The increase in frequency of the favored “desiccation” alleles compared with the controls ranged from 3% to 41%, (median increase 14%; supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online), where
the largest shifts tended to occur in common intermediate frequencies (fig. 1B).

Inversion Frequencies
To test whether inversions were associated with desiccation resistance, allele frequences were checked at SNPs diagnostic for the following inversions: In(3R)P (Anderson et al. 2005; Kapun et al. 2014); In(2L)t (Andolfatto et al. 1999; Kapun et al. 2014); In(2R)NS, In(3L)P, In(3R)C, In(3R)K, and In(3R)Mo (Kapun et al. 2014). In(3L)P, In(3R)K, and In(3R)Mo were not detected in this population, and for all other inversions investigated, the control and desiccation-resistant pool frequencies did not differ more than 6%.

Genomic Distribution
We examined these candidates using a comprehensive approach encompassing SNP, gene, functional ontology, and network levels. First, we examined SNP locations with respect to gene structure and putative effects of SNPs on genome features. The 648 SNPs mapped to 382 genes and were largely noncoding (79%; supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online). Coding variants comprised nearly 15% of candidate SNPs; largely synonymous substitutions and the remainder nonsynonymous missense variants predicted to result in amino acid substitution with length preservation (9% and 1.4%; supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online). Based on proportions of features from all annotated SNPs compared with the candidates, intron variants were significantly underrepresented ($X^2_1 = 7.06, P < 0.01$; supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online), while SNPs were enriched in 5’UTRs, 5’UTR premature start codon sites, and splice regions ($X^2_1 = 8.20, P < 0.01; X^2_1 = 31.24, P < 0.0001; X^2_1 = 6.40, P < 0.05$, respectively; supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online).

GO Functional Enrichment
For the GO analyses, we found no overrepresented terms using the stringent Gowinda gene mode, but identified several categories using SNP mode with a 0.05% FDR threshold. GO terms were enriched for the broad categories of "chromatin," "chromatin," and more specifically "double-stranded RNA binding," although significance of this category was due solely to nine differentiated SNPs in the DIP1 gene. The term "gamma-secretase complex" was also enriched due to three SNPs in the pen-2 gene.

Desiccation Candidate Genes
Chown et al. (2011) comprehensively summarized the primary mechanisms underpinning desiccation resistance, from the critical first phase of stress sensing and behavioral avoidance, to the manifold physiological trajectories available to counter water stress. These include water content variation, water loss rates (desiccation resistance), and tolerance of water loss (dehydration tolerance). We expanded on this review to incorporate recent molecular research and summarized the primary mechanisms and known candidate genes relevant to D. melanogaster stress sensing and water balance (table 1 and references therein). Informed by this body of work, we applied a “top-down” mechanistic approach to screening desiccation candidate genes in our data (e.g., from initial hygrosensing to downstream key physiological pathways; table 1). We did not observe differentiation in SNPs mapping to the TRP ion channels, the key hygrosensing receptor genes. However, we did map SNPs to genes involved in stress sensing specific to the MT fluid secretion signaling pathways, including two of the six cAMP and cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) signaling phosphodiesterases dnc and pde9, as well as klu, indicated in NF-kB ortholog signaling in the renal tubules (table 1). A number of the stress-sensing SAPK pathway genes were differentiated (table 1). Key genes involved in the insulin signaling pathway implicated in metabolic homeostasis and water balance were also differentiated, including the insulin receptor InR and insulin receptor binding Dok (table 1).

Network Analysis: Modeling Genomic Differentiation for Desiccation in a PPI Context
Given the genomic complexity underpinning desiccation resistance, we also implemented a higher-order analysis to provide an overview of potential architectures beyond the SNP and gene levels using PPI networks. The SNPs mapped to 382 genes which were annotated to 307 seed proteins occurring in the full background D. melanogaster PPI network. The seed proteins produced a large first-order network with 3,324 nodes and 51,299 edges.

To determine if broader functional signatures could be ascertained from the complex network, we employed functional enrichment analyses on the 3,324 nodes (table 2 and supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online). Strikingly, the network was enriched for pathways involved in gene expression, from transcription through RNA processing to RNA transport, metabolism, and decay (table 2). The network analysis also revealed further complexity of the stress response with enrichment of proteins involved in regulating innate insect immunity (table 2), where multiple pathways were upregulated including cytokine, interleukin, and toll-like receptor signaling cascades (table 2). Developmental/gene regulation signaling pathways were significant in the pathway analysis; the KEGG database showed enrichment for Notch and Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling, while insulin and NGF pathways were highlighted from the Reactome database (table 2).

Common Signatures of Desiccation Resistance across Studies
The key finding of this study is the degree of genomic overlap with our previous mapping of alleles associated with artificially selected desiccation phenotypes (Telonis-Scott et al. 2012). Although the flies were sampled from comparable southeastern Australian locations, the study designs were different. Specifically, the earlier study focused on resistance generated by artificial selection, whereas this study focused on natural variation in resistance. Despite the differences in study design, we identified 45 genes common to both studies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Molecular Function</th>
<th>Genes</th>
<th>Current Study (F₁, wild-caught)</th>
<th>Telonis-Scott et al. (2012) (F₈ artificial selection)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hygrosensing: Sensory moisture receptors (antennae, legs, gut, mouthparts)</strong></td>
<td>TRP ion channels</td>
<td>trpl, trp, TrpA₁, TrpB₁, Trpm, Trpm, normpC, iav, nan, Aom</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>trpl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stress sensing: Malpighian tubules (principal cells)</strong></td>
<td>cAMP activation</td>
<td>Dh44-R2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cAMP activation</td>
<td>Capa, CapaR, Nplp1-4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Receptors</td>
<td>Gyc76c, CG33958, CG34357</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>CG34357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kinases</td>
<td>dg₁-2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hydrolyzing phosphodiesterases</td>
<td>dnc, pde1c, pde6, pde9, pde₁₁</td>
<td>dnc, pde9</td>
<td>dnc, pde1c, pde9, pde₉, pde₁₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calcium signaling</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nos</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Nos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Desiccation specific</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Capa, CapaR, trpl, Relish, klu</td>
<td>klu</td>
<td>klu, trpl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stress sensing: Stress responsive pathway</strong></td>
<td>MAPK</td>
<td>Aop, Aplip1, Atf-2, Bsk, Btk29A, Cht, Cdc 42, Cka, Cno, CYLD,</td>
<td>Aop, Dok, Mtl, slpr</td>
<td>Mtl, slpr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jun kinase</td>
<td>chit, egr, Gadd45, hep, hppy, jsa, kay, medo, Mkk6, msn, mtl,</td>
<td>hep, kay, msn, Mtl, puc, Rac1,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rho1, shark, slpr, Src64A</td>
<td>Src64B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metabolic homeostasis and water balance</strong></td>
<td>Components of insulin signaling pathway</td>
<td>InR</td>
<td>InR</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Receptor binding</td>
<td>chico, Ilp1-8, dock, Dok, poly</td>
<td>Dok</td>
<td>Poly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resistance mechanisms: Water loss barriers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fatty acid synthases, desaturases, transporter, oxidative decarboxylase</td>
<td>CG3522, CG3524, desat1-2, FatP, Cyp6g1</td>
<td>CG3523</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary hemolymph sugar/tissue-protectant</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trehalose-phosphatase, trehalase activity, phosphoglycerate mutase</td>
<td>Tps1, Treh, Pgm, CG5171, CG5177, CG6262, crc</td>
<td>Treh, Pgm</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE.—Candidate genes differentiated in the current study and in Telonis-Scott et al. (2012) are shown and are underlined where overlapping.

*For brevity several comprehensive reviews are cited and readers are referred to references therein. Note that water budgeting via discontinuous gas exchange was not included due to a lack of “bona fide” molecular candidates, and desiccation tolerance due to aquaporins was omitted as genes were not differentiated in either of our studies.

aChown et al. (2011).
bJohnson and Carder (2012).
cFowler and Montell (2013).
dDay et al. (2005).
eDavies et al. (2012).
fDavies et al. (2013).
gDavies et al. (2014).
hTerhzaz et al. (2012).
iTerhzaz et al. (2014).
jTerhzaz et al. (2015).
kKahsai et al. (2010).
lHuang and Tunnadcliffe (2004).
mHuang and Tunnadcliffe (2005).
öSöderberg et al. (2011).
öLiu et al. (2015).
öChung et al. (2014).
öSinclair et al. (2007).
oFoley and Telonis-Scott (2011).
öQu et al. (2012).
obThorat et al. (2012).
The overlap genes mapped to all of the major chromosomes and their differentiated variants were mostly noncoding SNPs located in introns (supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online). Two SNPs were synonymous (Stm-Mlick coding for a protein kinase and Chit7 chitin binding, supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online) while a 3'UTR variant was predicted to putatively alter protein structure in a nondisruptive manner, most likely impacting expression and/or protein translational efficiency (jbug, response to stimulus; supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online). One nonsynonymous SNP was predicted to alter protein function as a missense variant (fab1, signaling supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online). The increase in frequency of the favored desiccation alleles compared with the controls ranged from 5% to 27% with a median increase of 16.4%.

Despite the strong overlap, there were important differences between the two studies. For example, our previous work revealed evidence of a selective sweep in the 5' promoter region of the Dys gene in the artificially selected lines, and we confirmed a higher frequency of the selected SNPs in an independent natural association study in resistant flies from Coffs Harbour (Telonis-Scott et al. 2012). In this study, we found no differentiation at the Dys locus between our resistant and random controls. However, both resistant and control pools had a high frequency of the selected SNPs in the moter region of the Dys gene (table 3). 4 of the 45 genes overlapped, including the orthologue signaling in the renal tubules (table 1).

The 45 genes common to both studies were analyzed for biological function; while many genes are obviously pleiotropic (i.e., assigned multiple GO terms), almost half were involved in response to stimuli (cellular, behavioral, and regulatory), including signaling such as Rho protein signal transduction and cAMP-mediated signaling (table 3). Other categories of interest include spiracle morphogenesis, sensory organ development including development of the compound eye and stem cell, and neuroblast differentiation (table 3).

With regard to specific stress response/desiccation candidates (table 1), 4 of the 45 genes overlapped, including the cAMP/cGMP signaling phosphodiesterases pde9 and dnc, MAPK pathway genes Mtl and klu, indicated in Nf-kB orthologue signaling in the renal tubules (table 1). Furthermore, there was overlap among mechanistic categories where different genes in the same pathways were detected. For example, additional key cAMP/cGMP hydrolyzing phosphodiesterases pde1c and pde11 were significant in Telonis-Scott et al. (2012), as well as slpr (MAPK pathway) and poly (insulin signaling) (table 1).
We report the first large-scale genome-wide screen for natural standing genetic variation using a powerful natural association study with high-throughput Pool-seq, we achieved a significant overlap between candidate genes from distinct sets of GWAS and PPI networks. This overlap was generally higher than what was observed in previous studies, and the overlap between networks was particularly pronounced at the gene level. In addition to the overlap at the gene level, we also observed significant overlap at the functional level, with enrichment of biological pathways such as cell cycle, cell adhesion, and immune response pathways. This overlap was more extensive in the GWAS network than in the PPI network, which might be due to the different nature of the data sources used in the two studies. However, a comparison of the enriched pathways in the two networks revealed some differences, indicating that the overlap was not entirely redundant.

In summary, our study provides a comprehensive understanding of the genetic basis of desiccation resistance in D. melanogaster. The identified genes and pathways are valuable resources for further biological research and may contribute to the development of strategies to enhance desiccation resistance in D. melanogaster and other organisms. The methods and tools developed in this study can also be applied to other organisms and traits, expanding the scope of natural standing genetic variation studies in the field of evolutionary biology.

**Discussion**

Genomic Signature of Desiccation Resistance from Natural Standing Genetic Variation

We report the first large-scale genome-wide screen for natural alleles associated with survival of low humidity conditions in D. melanogaster. By combining a powerful natural association study with high-throughput Pool-seq, we achieved a significant overlap between candidate genes from distinct sets of GWAS and PPI networks. This overlap was generally higher than what was observed in previous studies, and the overlap between networks was particularly pronounced at the gene level. In addition to the overlap at the gene level, we also observed significant overlap at the functional level, with enrichment of biological pathways such as cell cycle, cell adhesion, and immune response pathways. This overlap was more extensive in the GWAS network than in the PPI network, which might be due to the different nature of the data sources used in the two studies. However, a comparison of the enriched pathways in the two networks revealed some differences, indicating that the overlap was not entirely redundant.

In summary, our study provides a comprehensive understanding of the genetic basis of desiccation resistance in D. melanogaster. The identified genes and pathways are valuable resources for further biological research and may contribute to the development of strategies to enhance desiccation resistance in D. melanogaster and other organisms. The methods and tools developed in this study can also be applied to other organisms and traits, expanding the scope of natural standing genetic variation studies in the field of evolutionary biology.
mapped SNPs associated with desiccation resistance in 500 naturally derived genotypes. Although Pool-seq has limited power to reveal very low frequency alleles, to reconstruct phase or adequately estimate allele frequencies in small pools (Lynch et al. 2014), the Pool-GWAS approach has been validated by retrieval of known candidate genes involved in body pigmentation, using similar numbers of genotypes as assessed here (Bastide et al. 2013).

Although studies in controlled genetic backgrounds report large effects of single genes on desiccation resistance (Table 1), our current and previous screens revealed similarly large numbers of variants (over 600) mapping to over 300 genes. A polygenic basis of desiccation resistance is consistent with quantitative genetic data for the trait (Foley and Telonis-Scott 2011), and we also anticipate more complexity from natural D. melanogaster populations with greater standing genetic variation than inbred laboratory strains. However, some false positive associations are likely in the GWAS due to the limitations of quantitative trait mapping approaches. Pooled evolve-and-resequence experiments routinely yield vast numbers of candidate SNPs, partly due to high levels of standing linkage disequilibrium (LD) and hitchhiking neutral alleles (Schlötterer et al. 2015). Large population sizes from species with low levels of LD such as D. melanogaster somewhat circumvent this issue, and a notable feature of our experimental design is our sampling. Here, we selected the most desiccation-resistant phenotypes directly from substantial standing genetic variation where one generation of recombination should largely reflect natural haplotypes.

We observed the largest candidate allele frequency differences in loci that had intermediate allele frequencies in the control pool. This is in line with population genetics models which predict that evolution from standing genetic variation will initially be strongest for intermediate frequency alleles, which can facilitate rapid change (Long et al. 2015). However, we also observed a number of low frequency alleles which if beneficial can inflate false positives due to long-range LD (Orozco-terWengel et al. 2012; Nuzhdin and Turner 2013; Tobler et al. 2014). Nonetheless, spurious LD associations cannot fully account for our candidate list as evidenced by the desiccation functional candidates and cross-study overlap. Furthermore, chromosome inversion dynamics can also generate both short and long-range LD and contribute numerous false positive SNP phenotype associations (Hoffmann

Fig. 2. Observed versus simulated network overlap between the GWAS first-order PPI network and the first-order PPI network from the Telonis-Scott et al. (2012) gene list. Overlap is presented in terms of (A) node number and (B) edge number. Networks were simulated by resampling from the entire Drosophila melanogaster gene list (r5.53) as described in the text. The histogram shows the distribution of overlap measures for 1,000 simulations. The black line represents the histogram as density and the blue line shows the corresponding normal distribution. The red vertical line shows the observed overlap from the real networks, labeled as a percentile of the normal distribution. Area-proportional Venn diagrams summarized the extent of overlap for PPI networks constructed separately from the GWAS candidates and Telonis-Scott et al. (2012) candidates (labeled “previous study”). (C) Overlap expressed as the number of nodes. Approximately 55% of the nodes overlapped between the two studies which was significantly higher than simulated expectations (99.9% percentile; 2B). (D) Overlap expressed in the number of interactions. This was not significantly higher than expected by simulation (89th percentile; 2B). (E) Overlap at the level of GO biological process terms (directly compared GO terms by name; this was not tested statistically because of the complex hierarchical nature of GO terms and is presented for interest).
Cross-Study Comparison Reveals a Core Set of Candidates for a Complex Trait

Our data contain many candidate genes, functions, and pathways for insect desiccation resistance, but partitioning genuine adaptive loci from experimental noise remains a significant challenge. We therefore focus our efforts on our novel comparative analysis, where we identified 45 robust candidates for further exploration. Common genetic signatures are rarely documented in cross-study comparisons of complex traits (Sarup et al. 2011; Huang et al. 2012; but c.f. Vermeulen et al. 2013), and never before for desiccation resistance. Some degree of overlap between our studies likely results from a shared genetic background from similar sampling sites, highlighting the replicability of these responses. One limitation of this approach is the overpopulation of the “core” list by longer genes. This result reflects the gene length bias inherent to GWAS approaches, an issue that is not straightforward to correct in a GWAS let alone in the comparative framework applied here. A focus on the common genes functionally linked to the desiccation phenotype can provide a meaningful framework for future research, and also suggests that some large-effect candidate genes exhibit natural variation contributing to the phenotype (table 1).

Other feasible candidates include genes expressed in the MTs (Wang et al. 2004) or essential for MT development (St Pierre et al. 2014), providing further research opportunities focused on the primary stress sensing and fluid secretion tissues. Genes include one of the most highly expressed MT transcripts CG7084, as well as dnc, Nckx30C, slo, cv-c, and nkd. Other aspects of stress resistance are also implicated: CrebB, for example, is involved in regulating insulin-regulated stress resistance and thermosensory behavior (Wang et al. 2008). nkd also impacts larval cuticle development, and shares a PDZ signaling domain also present in the desiccation candidate desi (Kawano et al. 2010; St Pierre et al. 2014). Finally, several core candidates were consistently reported in recent studies suggesting generalized roles in stress responses and fitness including transcriptome studies on MT function (Wang et al. 2004), inbreeding and cold resistance (Vermeulen et al. 2013), oxidative stress (Weber et al. 2012), and genomic studies exploring age-specific SNPs on fitness traits (Durham et al. 2014), and genes likely under spatial selection in flies from climatically divergent habitats (Fabian et al. 2012).

Several of the enriched GO categories from the core list also make biological sense, including stimulus response (almost half the suite), defense, and signaling, particularly in pathways involved in MT stress sensing (Davies et al. 2012, 2013, 2014). Functional categories enriched for sensory organ development were highlighted, consistent with environmental sensing categories from desert Drosophila transcriptomics (Matzkin and Markow 2009; Rajpurohit et al. 2013) and stress detection via phototransduction pathways in D. melanogaster under a range of stressors including desiccation (Sørensen et al. 2007).

Evidence for Conserved Signatures at Higher Level Organization

Beyond the gene level, we observed a striking degree of similarity between this study and that of Telonis-Scott et al. (2012) at the network level, where significantly overlapping protein networks were constructed from largely different seed protein sets. This supports a scenario where the “biological information flow from DNA to phenotype” (Civelek and Lusis 2014) contains inherent redundancy, where alternative genetic solutions underlie phenotypes and functions. Resistance to perturbation by genetic or environmental variation appears to increase with increasing hierarchical complexity, that is, phenotype “buffering” (Fu et al. 2009). The same functional network in different populations/genetic backgrounds can be impacted, but the exact genes and SNPs responding to perturbation will not necessarily overlap. In Drosophila, different sets of loci from the same founders mapped to the same PPI network in the case of two complex traits, chill coma recovery and startle response (Huang et al. 2012). Furthermore, interspecific shared networks/pathways from different genes have been documented for numerous complex traits (Emilsson et al. 2008; Aytes et al. 2014; Ichihashi et al. 2014), providing opportunities for investigating taxa where individual gene function is poorly understood.

Although the null distribution is not always obvious when comparing networks and their functions partly because of reduced sensitivity from missing interactions (Leiserson et al. 2013), here, the shared network signatures portray a plausible multifaceted stress response involving stress sensing, rapid gene accessibility, and expression. The predominance of immune system and stress response pathways are of interest with reference immunity/stress pathway “cross-talk,” particularly in the MTs, where abiotic stressors elicit strong immunity transcriptional responses (Davies et al. 2012). The higher order architectures reflect crucial aspects of rapid gene expression control in response to stress, from chromatin organization (Alexander and Lomvardas 2014) to transcription, RNA decay, and translation (reviewed in de Nadal et al. 2011). In Drosophila, variation in transcriptional regulation of individual genes can underpin divergent desiccation phenotypes (Chung et al. 2014), or be functionally inferred from patterns of many genes elicited during desiccation stress (Rajpurohit et al. 2013). Variants with potential to modulate expression at different stages of gene expression control were evident in our GWAS data alone, for example, enrichment for 5’UTR and splice variants at the SNP level, and for chromatin and chromosome structure terms at the functional level.
Genetic Overlap Versus Genetic differences—Causes and Implications

Despite the common signatures at the gene and higher order levels between our studies, pervasive differences were observed. These can arise from differences in standing genetic variation in the natural populations where different allelic compositions impact gene-by-environment interactions and epistasis. Our network overlap analyses highlight the potential for different molecular trajectories to result in similar functions (Leiserson et al. 2013), consistent with the multiple physiological pathways potentially available to D. melanogaster under water stress (Chown et al. 2011). Experimental design also presumably contributed to the study differences. Strong directional selection as applied in the 2012 study can increase the frequency of rare beneficial alleles and likely reduced overall diversity than did the single-generation GWAS design. Furthermore, selection regimes often impose additional selective pressures (e.g., food deprivation during desiccation) resulting in correlated responses such as starvation resistance with desiccation resistance and these factors differ from the laboratory to the field. Finally, evidence suggests in natural D. melanogaster that standing genetic variation can vary extensively with sampling season (Itoh et al. 2010; Bergland et al. 2014). Although we cannot compare levels of standing variation between our two studies, evidence suggests that this may have affected the Dys gene, where our GWAS approach revealed no differentiation between the control and resistant pools at this locus, but rather detected the alleles associated with the selective sweep in Telonis-Scott et al. (2012) in both pools at high frequency. Whether this resulted from sampling the later collection after a long drought (2004–2008; www.bom.gov.au/climate, last accessed January 13, 2016) is unclear, but this observation highlights the relevance of temporal sampling to standing genetic variation when attempting to link complex phenotypes to genotypes.

Materials and Methods

Natural Population Sampling

Drosophila melanogaster was collected from vineyard waste at Kilchorn Winery, Romsey, Australia, in April 2010. Over 1,200 isofemale lines were established in the laboratory from wild-caught females. Species identification was conducted on male F1 to remove Drosophila simulans contamination, and over 900 D. melanogaster isofemale lines were retained. All flies were maintained in vials of dextrose, cornmeal media at 25 °C, and constant light.

Desiccation Assay

From each isofemale line, ten inseminated F1 females were sorted by aspiration without CO2 and held in vials until 4–5 days old. For the desiccation assay, 10 females per line (over 9,000 flies in total) were screened by placing groups of females into empty vials covered with gauze and randomly assigning lines to 5 large sealed glass tanks containing trays of silica desiccant (relative humidity [RH] <10%). The tanks were scored for mortality hourly and the final 558 surviving individuals were selected for the desiccation-resistant pool (558 flies, <6% of the total). The control pool constituted the same number of females sampled from over 200 randomly chosen isofemale lines that were frozen prior to the desiccation assay. We chose this random control approach instead of comparing the phenotypic extremes (i.e., the late mortality tail vs. the “early mortality” tail) because unfavorable environmental conditions experienced by the wild-caught dam may inflate environmental variance due to carryover effects in the F1 offspring (Schiffer et al. 2013).

DNA Extraction and Sequencing

We used pooled whole-genome sequencing (Pool-seq) (Futschik and Schlötterer 2010) to estimate and compare allele frequency differences between the most desiccation-resistant and randomly sampled flies from a wild population to associate naturally segregating candidate SNPs with the response to low humidity. For each treatment (resistant and control), genomic DNA was extracted from 50 female heads using the Qiagen DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Two extractions were combined to create five pools per treatment, which were barcoded separately to create technical replicates (total: 10 × pools of 100 flies, n = 1,000). The DNA was fragmented using a CovarisS2 machine (Covaris, Inc., Woburn, MA), and libraries were prepared from 1 µg genomic DNA (per pool of 100 flies) using the Illumina TruSeq Prep module (Illumina, San Diego, CA). To minimize the effect of variation across lanes, the ten pools were combined in equal concentration (fig. 3) and run multiplexed in each lane of a full flow cell of an Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencer. Clusters were generated using the TruSeq PE Cluster Kit v5 on a cBot, and sequenced using Illumina TruSeq SBS v3 chemistry (Illumina). Fragmentation, library construction, and sequencing were performed at the Micromon NextGen Sequencing facility (Monash University, Clayton, Australia).
Data Processing and Mapping

Processing was performed on a high-performance computing cluster using the Rubra pipeline system that makes use of the Ruffus Python library (Goodstadt 2010). The final variant-calling pipeline was based on a pipeline developed by Clare Sloggett (Sloggett et al. 2014) and is publicly available at https://github.com/griffinp/GWAS_pipeline (last accessed January 13, 2016). Raw sequence reads were processed per sample per lane, with P1 and P2 read files processed separately initially. Trimming was performed with trimmomatic v 0.30 (Lohse et al. 2012). Adapter sequences were also removed. Leading and trailing bases with a quality score below 30 were trimmed, and a sliding window (width = 10, quality threshold = 25) was used. Reads shorter than 40 bp after trimming were discarded. Quality before and after trimming was examined using FastQC v 0.10.1 (Andrews 2014).

Posttrimming reads that remained paired were used as input into the alignment step. Alignment to the D. melanogaster reference genome version r5.53 was performed with bwa v 0.6.2 (Li and Durbin 2009) using the bwa aln command and the following options: No seeding (-I 150); 1% rate of missing alignments, given 2% uniform base error rate (-n 0.01); a maximum of 2 gap opens per read (-o 2); a maximum of 12 gap extensions per read (-e 12); and long deletions within 12 bp of 3’ end disallowed (-d 12). The default values were used for all other options. Output files were then converted to sorted bam files using the bwa sampe command and the “SortSam” option in Picard v 1.96.

At this point, the bam files were merged into one file per sample using PicardMerge. Duplicates were identified with Picard MarkDuplicates. The tool RealignerTargetCreator in GATK v 2.6-5 (DePristo et al. 2011) was applied to the ten bam files simultaneously, producing a list of intervals containing probable indels around which local realignment would be performed. This was used as input for the IndelRealigner tool, which was also applied to all ten Bam files simultaneously.

To investigate the variation among technical replicates, allele frequency was estimated based on read counts for each technical replicate separately, for 100,000 randomly chosen SNPs across the genome. After excluding candidate desiccation-resistance SNPs and SNPs that may have been false positives due to sequencing error (those with mean frequency <0.04 across replicates), 1,803 SNPs remained. For each locus, we calculated the variance in allele frequency estimate among the five control replicates, and the variance among the five desiccation-resistance replicates. We compared this with the variance due to pool category (control vs. desiccation-resistant) using analysis of variance (ANOVA). We also calculated the mean pairwise difference in allele frequency estimate among control and among desiccation-resistance replicates, and the mean concordance correlation coefficient was calculated over all pairwise comparisons within pool category (using the epi.ccc function in the epiR package; Stevenson et al. 2015).

The following approach was then taken to identify SNPs differing between the desiccation-resistant and control groups. Based on the technical replicate analysis, we merged the five “desiccation-resistant” and the five random control samples into two bam files. A pileup file was created with samtools v. 0.1.19 (Li et al. 2009) and converted to a “sync” file using the mpileup2sync script in Popoolation2 v. 1.201 (Kofler et al. 2011), retaining reads with a mapping quality of at least 20 and bases with a minimum quality score of 20. Reads with unmapped mates were also retained (option -A in samtools mpileup). For this step, we used a repeat-masked version of the reference genome created with RepeatMasker 4.0.3 (Smit et al. 2013-2015) and a repeat file containing all annotated transposons from D. melanogaster including shared ancestral sequences (Flybase release r5.57) plus all repetitive elements from RepBase release v19.04 for D. melanogaster. Simple repeats, small RNA genes, and bacterial insertions were not masked (options –nolow –norma –no_is). The rmblast search engine was used.

Association Analysis

We then performed Fisher’s exact test with the Fisher test script in Popoolation2 (Kofler et al. 2011). We set the minimum count (of the minor allele) = 10, minimum coverage (in both populations) = 20, and maximum coverage = 10,000. The test was performed for each SNP (sliding window off). Although there are numerous approaches to calculating genome-wide significance thresholds in a Poolseq framework, currently there is no consensus on an appropriate, standardized statistical method. Methods include simulation approaches (Orozco-terWengel et al. 2012; Bastide et al. 2013; Burke et al. 2014), correction using a null distribution based on estimating genetic drift from replicated artificial selection line allele frequency variance (Turner and Miller 2012), use of a simple threshold based on a minimum allele frequency difference (Turner et al. 2010), and the FDR correction suggested by Storey and Tibshirani (2003) (used by Fabian et al. 2012).

We determined based on our design to calculate the FDR threshold by comparison with a simulated distribution of null P values following the approach of Bastide et al. (2013). For each SNP locus, a P value was calculated by simulating the distribution of read counts between the major and minor allele according to a beta-binomial distribution with mean $\alpha/(\alpha + \beta)$ and variance $(\alpha\beta)/((\alpha + \beta)^2(\alpha + \beta + 1))$. This model allowed for two types of sampling variation: Stochastic variation in allele sampling across the phenotypes and the background variation in the representation of alleles in each pool caused by library preparation artifacts or stochastic variation driven by unequal coverage of the pools. These sources of variation have also been recognized elsewhere as being important in interpreting pooled sequence allele calls and identifying significant differentiation between pooled samples (Lynch et al. 2014). The value of $\alpha = 37$ was chosen by chi-square test as the best match to the observed P value distribution ($\alpha = 10$ to $\alpha = 40$ were tested), with a corresponding $\beta = 43.15$ to reflect the coverage depth difference between the random control (487×) and desiccation-resistant (568×) pools. These values were then used to simulate a null data set 10× the size of the observed data
set. Because the null P value distribution still did not fit the observed P value distribution particularly well (supplementary fig S2, Supplementary Material online), these values were not used for a standard FDR correction. Instead, a P value threshold was calculated based on the lowest 0.05% of the null P values similar in approach to Orozco-terWengel et al. (2012).

Inversion Analysis
In D. melanogaster, several cosmopolitan inversion polymorphisms show cross-continent latitudinal patterns that explain a substantial proportion of clinal variation for many traits including thermal tolerance (reviewed in Hoffmann and Weeks 2007). Patterns of disequilibria generated between loci in the vicinity of the rearrangement can obscure signals of selection (Hoffmann and Weeks 2007), and inversion frequencies are routinely considered in genomic studies of natural populations sampled from known latitudinal clines (Fabian et al. 2012; Kapun et al. 2014). We assessed associations between inversion frequencies and our control and resistant pools at SNPs diagnostic for the following inversions: In3R(Payne) (Anderson et al. 2005; Kapun et al. 2014); In(2L)t (Andolfatto et al. 1999; Kapun et al. 2014); In(2R)Ns, In(3L)P, In(3R)c, In(3R)k, and In(3R)Mo (Kapun et al. 2014). Between one and five diagnostic SNPs were investigated for each inversion (depending on availability). We considered an inversion to be associated with desiccation resistance if the frequency of its diagnostic SNP differed significantly between the control and desiccation-resistant pools by a Fisher’s exact test.

Candidate Gene Analysis
In conjunction with the GO analysis, we also examined known candidate genes associated with survival under low RH to better characterize possible biological functions of our GWAS candidates. We took a conservative approach to candidate gene assignment, where the SNPs were mapped within the entire gene region without up- and downstream extensions. Genes were curated from FlyBase and the literature (table 1), predominantly using detailed functional experimental evidence as criteria for functional desiccation candidates.

Network Analysis
We next obtained a higher level summary of the candidate gene list using PPI network analysis. The full candidate gene list was used to construct a first-order interaction network using all Drosophila PPIs listed in the Drosophila Interaction Database v 2014_10 (avoiding interologs) (Murali et al. 2011). This “full” PPI network includes manually curated data from published literature and experimental data for 9,633 proteins and 93,799 interactions. For the network construction, the igraph R package was used to build a subgraph from the full PPI network containing the candidate proteins and their first-order interacting proteins (Csardi and Nepusz 2006). Self-connections were removed. Functional enrichment analysis was conducted on the list of network genes using FlyMine v4v0.0 (www.flymine.org, last accessed January 13, 2016) with the following parameters for GO enrichment and KEGG/Reactome pathway enrichment: Benjamini–Hochberg FDR correction P < 0.05, background = all D. melanogaster genes in our full PPI network, and Ontology (for GO enrichment only) = biological process or molecular function.
region (Telonis-Scott et al. 2012). The “overlap” analysis was performed similarly for the GWAS candidate gene and network-level approaches. First, the gene list overlap was tested between the two studies using Fisher’s exact test, where the 382 genes identified from the candidate SNPs (this study) were compared with 416 genes identified from candidate single feature polymorphisms (Telonis-Scott et al. 2012). The contingency table was constructed using the number of annotated genes in the D. melanogaster R5.53 genome built as an approximation for the total number of genes tested in each study, and took the following form:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not in Telonis-Scott et al. (2012)</th>
<th>In GWAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N – intersect A–B</td>
<td>A-intersect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-intersect</td>
<td>Intersect(A,B)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where A = gene list from Telonis-Scott et al. (2012), n = 416; B = gene list from this study, n = 382; N = total number of genes in D. melanogaster reference genome r5.53, n = 17,106.

To annotate genome features in the overlap candidate gene list, we used the SNP data (this study), which better resolves alleles than array-based genotyping. Due to this limitation, we did not compare exact genomic coordinates between the studies, but considered overlap to occur when differentiated alleles were detected in the same gene in both studies. We did however examine the allele frequencies resolved alleles than array-based genotyping. Due to this limitation, we used the SNP data (this study), which better resolves alleles than array-based genotyping.

Finally, we constructed a second PPI network from the candidate genes mapped in Telonis-Scott et al. (2012) to examine system-level overlap between the two studies. The 416 genes mapped to 337 protein seeds and the network was constructed as described above. The degree of network overlap between the two studies was tested using simulation. In each iteration, a gene set of the same length as the list from this study and a gene set of the same length as the list from Telonis-Scott et al. (2012) were resampled randomly from the entire D. melanogaster mapped gene annotation (r5.53). Each resampled set was then used to build a first-order network as previously described. The overlap network between the two resampled sets was calculated using the graph.intersection command from the igraph package, and zero-degree nodes (proteins with no interactions) were removed. Overlap was quantified by counting the number of nodes and the number of edges in this overlap network. The observed overlap was compared with a simulated null distribution for both node and edge number, where n = 1,000 simulation iterations.

### Supplementary Material

Supplementary figures S1–S4 and tables S1–S5 are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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